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Abstract- A new approach to performance metrol- 
ogy and qualification of digital VL,SI processes with 
TCAD simulations is proposed. The method yields 
performance data on the system level directly from 
raw electrical device data obtained with a minimum 
set of device simulations. The key performance and 
qualification parameters are identified, pointing out 
the differences between these and traditional device 
performance metrics, and the methods to determine 
these parameters from the device data are described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional device performance and qualification crite- 
ria are primarily drive current, leakage, and threshold con- 
trol. However, these parameters are very indirectly linked 
to the actual system performance. Previous work on sys- 
tems analysis was usually based on analytical IV and CV 
equations with parameters analytically derived from nom- 
inal process parameters [2], [3]. However, such analytical 
models are ever less adequate to capture the non-ideal be- 
havior of advanced deepsub-micron devices. On the other 
hand, complete device characterization and circuit simu- 
lation to  determine the system performance is often not 
affordable and, as in the case of deep-siub-micron devices, 
not a straight-forward task. Therefore, a new method was 
developed by carefully selecting the relevant parameters 
and device data sets that can be combined with a suitable 
system model. 

11. SYSTEM MODEL 

In this work we use a simple model of a homogeneous 
digital system, which is described by the parameters a, 
dd, Fie, L M ,  and CM which are activity ratio, logic depth, 
average fan-in/fan-out, average intercalnnect length, and 
interconnect capacitance per length. Primary operating 
parameters are vDD,nom, Lnom, Tj,nom, and fc,nom which 
are the nominal supply voltage, gate length, junction tem- 
perature, and clock frequency. Furthermore, to enable 
investigations based on just one device type (e.g., the 
NMOS transistor), all analyses can be carried out assum- 

ing symmetric (but statistically independent) transistors. 
For clarity, most equations are only given for the single- 
device-type case. 

111. DEVICE SIMULATION 

In order to obtain the necessary data a minimum set of 
device simulations is carried out for a given structure at 
the nominal junction temperature Tj (cf. Table I). The 
data sets 1-3b yield the main performance parameters, 
and they are functions of the supply voltage, so they 
cover also VDLI variations. The simulations 3a/3b ren- 
der the terminal charges for the on-state and the off-state 
respectively (cf. [4]). The sets 4a/4b determine the noise 
margins and are valid for a fixed VDD. The sets 5a/5b are 
independent of V$D and render only informational param- 
eters, so they are optional. 

TABLE I 
Device simulations 

simulation device data 
1 dc step VG and VD L(VDD) 

I 2 dc step VD, VG = OV zoff ( vDD ) 
3a transient ramp VG, VD = OV &G,~~(VDD),&D,~~(VDD) 

IV. KEY PARAMETERS AND INFORMATIONAL 
PARAMETERS 

The primary performance parameters and the qualifi- 
cation parameters used for pass/fail decisions are listed 
in Table 11. The numbers in the ‘source’ column refer to 
the required device simulations (cf. Table I). It is impor- 
tant to note, that the threshold voltage does not appear 
in this list, nor is it needed in any other way. However, as 
the threshold voltage is a very vivid and popular param- 
eter V ~ , l i ~  has been added to a list of so-called informa- 
tional parameters, i.e., quantities that are only indirectly 
linked to performance and sensitivity (cf. Table 111). For 
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all parameter definitions that require arbitrary threshold 
currents (such as for V T , ~ ~ ~ ,  Vpunch [ 5 ] )  one unique char- 
acteristic current IT is extracted from data set 5b by ex- 
trapolating log(ID) to VD = OV. 

TABLE I1 
System performance and qualification parameters 

parameter source 
t d  inverter delay 1, 3 

E,  switching energy 1, 2 ,  3 
fc,mar maximum clock frequency 1, 3 
f c ,min  minimum clock frequency 2,  3 

NM normalized noise margins 4 

A;,,, inverter gain 4 
OS normalized output voltage swing 2, 5a 

TABLE 111 
Informational parameters 

parameter source 
I,, turn-on current 1 
I,rr turn-off current 2 

V ~ , l i ~  linear threshold voltage 5 

IT threshold current 5 
R d i b l  surface DIBL rate 2 

Rpunch sub-surface DIBL rate 2 

V T , ~ ~ ~  saturation threshold voltage 4a 

Vpunch punch-through voltage 2, 5b 

V. DYNAMIC INVERTER MODEL 

The inverter delay t d  is determined by the drive current 
I,,, VDD, and the nonlinear capacitances of the intrinsic 
transistors. The influence of the latter can also be for- 
mulated as follows: For switching one transistor a total 
switching charge of 

is transferred. The charges can be obtained as a function 
of VDD from two transient simulations (4a, 4b) [4]. An 
effective load capacitance CL including interconnects is 
then determined as 

Qsw 

KID 
CL = - + C M L M  

and the loaded-inverter delay is estimated as t d  = 
V5DCL/IObn - Io,-f. The maximum clock frequency is then 
f c , m a z  = 1 / ( E d t d )  (inverter chain model). Although these 
two expressions are generally not very accurate, they re- 
flect the various tendencies very closely and are therefore 
well-suited for optimization purposes. 

VI. POWER CONSUMPTION 

Sum total of dynamic and static power consumption, 
and the switching energy per transistor are modeled as 
[31 

p = P d y n  $- Pstat = afcVDD2CL f VDDIoff (3) 

and 

(4) 

neglecting the crow-bar current during the switching tran- 
sient, which is usually applicable. According to the system 
model the power delay product is related to the switching 
energy as Ptd = E,.af,td. 

VII. NOISE MARGINS, INVERTER GAIN, AND 
OUTPUT SWING 

The determination of the static noise margins NMH,  
NML would require circuit simulation of an inverter. 
A close estimate of the noise margins can be deter- 
mined from just two DC simulations (4a, 4b). Exploit- 
ing the fact that the input voltages VIH,  VIL will be 
around vDD/2 and that one of the output transistors 
is in saturation, the following algorithm can be used 
to determine the noise margins: The currents and con- 
ductances at the critical voltages (i.e., where the in- 
verter gain is lAinwl = 1 )  are estimated by scaling 
two IV curves according to Fig. 2. With I l ( V )  = 
ID(VG = v,vD = vDD/2), I2(V)  E ID(VD = v,vG = 
v D D / 2 ) ,  and Isc = I I ( ~ D D / ~ )  = I ~ ( V D D / ~ )  the Crit- 
ical voltages VIL,  VOH can be obtained by solving: 

The input-low noise margin NML is then 

NML = VIL - (VDD - VOH) 
VDD 

and the input-high noise margin is determined accord- 
ingly. In the case of a single-device analysis the in- 
verter transfer curves are symmetrical and the noise mar- 
gins are NML = NMH = N M .  The noise margins of 
gates can be estimated also by scaling the currents I,, 1 2  
according to the fan-in and the logic style (e.g., for a 
static-logic NAND gate with a fan-in of Fin we obtain 
f~ = I l /Fin,  .f2 = I2.Fin). Inverter gain and output volt- 
age swing are determined as Ainv = gm/g,(vG=vD=vDD,2 
and OS = (VDD - 2 I , f f R , , ) / v ~ ~  from 4a/4b and 2/5a 
respectively. 
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b: N t T J .  L f 
C: to, J, T f L J. 

I 

0.21 34.2 27.2 4.2 7 .3 .10°  1:;; &XI 
0.67 92.6 19.3 1.5 2 .6 .  lo9 0.44 34.2 
0.23 35.9 19.8 4.0 7 .1 .  10’ 

Fig. 1. Definition of static noise margins a.nd output swing 

VIII. APPLICATION 

To obtain the raw device data, MINIMOS [l] is used 
as device simulator and the device structures can be gen- 
erated either by coupled process simulation, or, with an 
additional program, from analytical profile descriptions. 

Table IV shows results from a pock:et-implanted LDD 
NMOS device with Lnom = 0.18pm., to, = 5nm, and 
Xj = 0.09pm designed for operation at VDD = 1.5V. The 
system parameters used for analysis were Id = 7 and a = 
0.1 (interconnect capacitances were not considered). The 
evaluation was carried out for the noiminal case (‘nomi- 
nal’) and two worst-case corners (‘a’: 2’ = T,,, = 125”C, 
channel and pocket implant doses, and L reduced by 20%; 
and ‘b’: T = Tmin = O’C, channel and pocket implant 
doses increased by 50%, and L increased by 20%). The 
data ‘c’ are the same as ‘a’ except that to, was reduced 
instead of the channel and pocket implants (to obtain the 
same shift in V ~ , l i ~ ) .  Each of these evaluations takes a 
CPU time of about 5 minutes on an HP735 workstation. 

TABLE IV 
Performance of a pocket-implanted L,DD NMOST 

(L = 0.18pm, VDD = 1.5V) 

. - , . . . . . . 
(see text) 
nominal 

The curves in Figs. 3-6 are the inverher delay, switching 
energy, maximum clock frequency, and clock frequency 
margin fc,ma,/ fc,,in for the three cases. From Fig. 6 and 
Table IV it can be seen that the device fails at corner ‘a’ 

Fig. 2. Extraction of static noise margins 

because fc,,,,/ fc,,in is too small for dynamic logic. The 
noise margins, however, are still 3o%vO,, which would 
allow static-logic operation. 

The impact of supply and threshold voltage on max- 
imum clock frequency and switching energy is shown in 
Figs. 7 and 8. For the simulations to, was varied from 
lnm to 18nm, and fc,max and E, were plotted over VDD 
and the extracted VT,lin. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Our new approach combines the immediate relevance 
of system models with the accuracy of device simulation 
at minimum computing effort. Yielding system informa- 
tion directly for arbitrary operating points, like worst-case 
process corners, makes this method an ideal tool for fast 
device evaluation without the need of full compact-model 
characterization during the optimization process. 
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Fig. 3. Inverter delay t d  vs. VDD 
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Fig. 5. Maximum clock frequency fc ,ma+ vs. VDD 
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Fig. 7. Maximum clock frequency f c , m a x  vs. V ~ D  and V ~ , l i ~  
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Fig. 4. Switching energy E, vs. VDD 
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Fig. 6. Clock frequency margin f c ,ma+/  fc,min vs. V’D 
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Fig. 8. Switching energy E, vs. VDD and V T . ~ ; ~  
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